1912 was a stormy year for Asquith’s government, facing industrial unrest, problems with the suffragettes and the gathering storm of the crisis over home rule for Ireland. Through a recently unearthed letter, Barry Doyle offers a rare glimpse of the activist’s reaction to the key issues facing Liberals at the time. What did they think of the New Liberal programme the government was trying to implement? Was the government losing its traditional middle-class supporters?
SINCE THE 1930S, attempts to explain the remarkable collapse of British Liberalism have paid particular attention to the Edwardian era. The stunning victory of the party in the 1906 election and the wide range of social and constitutional reforms which the governments of Campbell-Bannerman and Asquith instituted have been juxtaposed with the emergence of an electoral and industrial challenge from Labour, the eruption of constitutional turmoil in Ireland and militant action by women seeking the vote.1

The fact that this was followed by a four-year modern war from which the party emerged divided and defeated has raised important questions about the health of Liberalism and the Liberal Party in 1914.2 Historians of the left have consistently argued that Edwardian Britain was in the throes of a crisis from which Liberalism could not recover,3 with their position further weakened by the rise of Labour, the increasingly volatile working-class electorate with a range of policies which were often interpreted as unnecessary and costly interference.4 That the Liberals were unpopular in 1912 is not in dispute – although Packer suggests that the land campaign may have reversed the trend as early as May 19125 – but what is more relevant is whether their actions were causing irredeemable damage to the party amongst its core middle-class supporters.6

Initial assessments of the effects on Liberal Party support focused on the parliamentary party and some sections of the rank and file, especially in Lancashire and London. From this Emy, Blewett and especially Clarke deduced that the New Liberalism was mainly adopted by and attractive to the metropolitan, professional middle class – journalists, educationalists and those from the less established branches of the traditional professions.7 Such ideas were less popular amongst the provincial, urban, Nonconformist middle class who filled the ranks of the party at both local and national level and who Clarke and Bernstein believe were fundamentally alienated by the switch to social politics.8 However, subsequent studies of both parliamentary and local politics by Searle, Packer and Doyle have argued for a more nuanced approach, which suggests that the Edwardian party was broadly behind the government, if occasionally disappointed with its priorities.9
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In addition to studying the reactions of MPs to the legislation of this period, historians have used two further types of evidence to assess its impact in the country: election results – by-elections and municipal contests – and press reaction.

Amongst the problems besetting the government in 1912 was a revolt by doctors over the newly instituted system of National Health Insurance. This legislation was also criticised by workers, who objected to the compulsory deduction of 4d a week – a greater contribution than either the employers or the state were making. As the worst of the opposition to National Insurance began to die down the government was plunged into renewed crisis in March 1912 by a national coal strike for a minimum wage. Although generally opposed to state support for able-bodied adult males, Asquith’s cabinet utilised the precedent of the Trade Boards’ Act of 1909, which had brought in minimum wages for the sweated trades, to help meet the miners’ demands. Although stopping short of a national rate, the government did introduce regional wage boards, initially on a temporary basis and in the face of some opposition from moderate and business Liberals.

Early 1912 also saw the government begin the process of introducing the long-promised third Home Rule Bill and continue to grapple with the thorny problem of women’s suffrage. On neither count could the party really rely on a strongly positive response from the British electorate, and both may have offended some parts of the Liberal rank and file. On the other hand, attempts to deal with traditional concerns, such as education, temperance and land reform, had proved no more effective following the curtailment of the power of the House of Lords than they had before. However, land reformers, including supporters of the ideas of Henry George, did experience something of a golden summer on the back of Lloyd George’s land campaigns launched in the summer of 1912.

Clearly each of these issues could and did affect the party’s popularity in the country and may have helped to turn both middle- and working-class supporters away to either Labour or, more likely, the Conservatives. The Liberals lost a number of seats to the Unionists in by-elections during 1911–12 and suffered considerable setbacks in the municipal elections of November 1911. Moreover, the Liberal press was ambiguous in its response to some of the bolder aspects of government policy. Certainly most provincial newspapers were uncomfortable with the miners’ minimum wage, while some were ambivalent about home rule, hostile to land reform and broadly supportive of female suffrage but bitterly opposed to the militant tactics of the Women’s Social & Political Union. Only on the National Insurance Act did they wholeheartedly support the government.

This evidence has often been taken as proof that what the Liberals were facing was more than just mid-term blues. Despite Labour’s limited success in elections (they polled no more than 30 per cent in any of the by-elections they contested and actually lost four seats they were nominally defending) historians have pointed to Unionist and Labour advances in municipal contests, and the wavering of the press, as proof of a profound ideological and electoral malaise within Liberalism. Yet very little evidence has been presented as to how conventional rank-and-file activists felt about the direction Liberalism was taking, or their views on the key issues of the day. The rest of this article will examine a detailed letter from a prominent north Norfolk Liberal activist to his MP in March 1912, providing his personal views on each of the important questions highlighted above. In particular, it will present background information on the author and recipient and the constituency in which they were actively involved.

The author of the letter was Sydney Vere Pearson, a physician who specialised in tuberculosis. Pearson obtained an MA and MD from Cambridge and MRCP from London but his career as a consulting physician was curtailed by a severe bout of pulmonary tuberculosis. Following sanatorium treatment in Germany, he returned to Britain in 1905 and became Medical Superintendent of a small private sanatorium in Mundesley on the north Norfolk coast. He built the business up with the help of increasing government support for sanatorium treatment, especially under the provisions of the 1911 National Insurance Act. He continued to run the Mundesley sanatorium until after the Second World War, chaired numerous TB-related committees at local and national level, including the Joint Tuberculosis Council of Great Britain, and wrote extensively on aspects of TB cause and cure.

Pearson was also active in politics, and particularly as a follower of Henry George, in support of the taxation of land values (the ‘single tax’). He played a very active role in Liberal constituency politics prior to the First World War, organising a full calendar of events and speakers and providing leadership in an area dominated by rural labourers and petit-bourgeois elements. He was a Vice President of the North Norfolk Liberal Party and chaired Mundesley Liberal Association until the First World War when, in 1915, his pacifism led him to join the Independent Labour Party (ILP). He became a voluminous propagandist for the single tax between the wars, writing many articles and letters for the left-wing press, and a string
of books in the 1930s which focused on the issue of overpopulation. Noel Buxton and remained active in politics until his death in 1948. He was succeeded in North Norfolk by his wife, Lucy, who lost the seat in 1931 and contested it unsuccessfully in 1935 before returning to Parliament in 1945 as one of the two Norwich Labour MPs. She stood down in 1950 and died in 1960.

Their constituency was, on the face of it, unusual Liberal territory. One of five agricultural seats in Norfolk, it was amongst the safest Liberal seats in the south of England, remaining in the party's control even in 1886 when many similar constituencies fell to Liberal Unionism. Representation had been dominated by the Cozens-Hardy family of Holt, Methodists squires and connections of the Norwich Colmans, whilst Buxton had distant family links to the area. Dominated by large estates dependent on grain production, the area had suffered badly during the great agricultural depression of the 1870s and 1880s. There were relatively few smallholders and large numbers of labourers, whilst some of the landlords, like the Marquis of Hastings of Melton Constable, were known to act in a hostile fashion towards Liberal voters. Most of the towns were small, and many of those on the coast were replacing their former dependence on fishing with a growing holiday trade. Non-conformity was relatively weak, though Primitive Methodism was practised by many of the labourers, whilst the Cozens-Hardy family promoted United Methodism from their chapel in Holt. Although less representative of the type of seat which has dominated discussion of the Edwardian period, this constituency may have represented the future for Liberalism, and it retained its radical credentials into the 1920s, when it was won by Noel Buxton for Labour at every election.

Thus, although the letter from Pearson to Buxton did not emanate from a traditional urban Liberal, it does provide a rare glimpse of the political views of a prominent rank-and-file activist. On its own it is insufficient to allow for radical conclusions, but it is suggestive of a number of possibilities. Looking back to the early debates about the social basis of support for New Liberal ideas, it tends to confirm the view that Liberal social policies were popular with educated, professional groups – what might be termed ‘progressives’. Pearson's involvement with an evolving state apparatus for health and welfare through his tuberculosis work helps to identify him closely with the type of newly positioned professional behind much of the social intervention apparent across the western world at the turn of the century. Yet in Pearson's case this progressivism was rooted in traditional Liberal concerns and issues. His position on votes for women and Ireland were consistent or a little ahead of most Liberals at the time, whilst his personal commitment to the views of Henry George reflected a coherent strand in radical Liberalism since at least the 1880s. Even on social issues his views reflected nineteenth-century values of equity and efficiency as much as the twentieth-century view of a new social politics, whilst in foreign affairs he shared the disapproval felt by many advanced Liberals, including Noel Buxton, for the policies of Sir Edward Grey, the Foreign Secretary.

The letter also shows that even a committed radical like Pearson could find a number of areas where he disagreed with the government on policy, priorities and direction. Yet these differences do not suggest any major break with the party, the contents of the document tending to confirm the view that 1912 was just a bad year for a Liberal government, experiencing a severe case of mid-term blues, rather than evidence of a ‘strange death of Liberal England’.
On the other hand, Sydney Pearson was not typical of the rank-and-file activists who have captured the attention of historians of Liberal decline. He was a professional rather than a businessman, rural, not urban, and not a practicing Nonconformist—and thus it could be argued that his views were not representative. Yet he does offer a rare glimpse into the mind of the activist at this key moment, and his prominent position as a Vice President of the constituency party and chair of a small town committee point to him holding mainstream views broadly in line with those of other local activists. Overall, this snapshot points to greater support for the government in the constituencies than has been revealed by studies of elections or the press, suggesting it was indeed the war, and not pre-war government policies, which led Pearson and others like him to abandon the party to left and right.

~

[Typewritten draft copy of letter from Sydney Vere Pearson, M.B., M.R.C.P., Medical Superintendent, Mundesley Sanatorium, Norfolk and President Mundesley Liberal Association]

To Noel Buxton [in pencil] March 21st 1912

My dear Buxton,—

I owe you an apology for not acknowledging your letter of the 28th of last month. First let me answer your question with regard to the further distribution of some Insurance pamphlets. I have had the offer of some Cobden Club pamphlets “The Hungry Forties” for distribution. I am going to see Wakelin in the course of the next few days on this matter, and, after seeing him, I will let you know what seems best with regard to distributing more Insurance Act pamphlets. I certainly think that the more knowledge which is spread of this Act, the better for us. I think the temporary set-back Liberalism has received has been almost entirely due to the discreditable conduct of the Tories in this connection. But it is a relief to feel convinced that this will bring discredit to themselves alone in the long run.

I think at present, bye-elections are best avoided—even in Norfolk. I believe for at least as long as the rest of this year, hardly any Liberal seat can be considered really safe. I hope the present stormy time will be weathered. Of course, I think any able bodied, willing worker should get a living wage for his work. But I certainly in principle do not approve of a minimum wage being fixed by statute for any industry. At the present minute, however, almost any ‘thing scored out and replaced by ‘temporary measure’ which can bring an end to the Coal Strike is legitimate. I am, to a considerable extent, a follower of the economics of Henry George, and I believe that the taxation of land values would bring about a cessation of unrest in the industrial world. Of course, I recognise that this cannot be done at once, and that any steps in this direction must be undertaken somewhat ‘cautiously’ scored out and replaced by ‘gradually’.

I have an idea that the report which the [present’ scored out] commission now sitting to consider the relationship between Imperial and Local taxation will bring forward will have in it useful suggestions [‘present’ scored out]. But the time is not quite ripe for them, nor, should I imagine, is their report wanted by the Government just at present.

The meeting on Monday night, at which Mr. Oglesby spoke, was not very full. It was a wet night. I think it is unfortunate that the Home Rule Bill had not appeared before these meetings, and that the Coal Strike distracts attention from this subject. But, in any case, I think the average Englishman’s interest in Irish Home Rule is somewhat limited, and not to be compared to that which it takes in the Insurance Act. I am firmly of the conviction that the great majority of Englishmen now want Ireland to be granted Home Rule. There are only certain places, such as Liverpool and its neighbourhood, where keen interest and controversy on this subject remain.

I was glad to see that the Parliamentary Section of the Foreign Relations Committee had you for their Chairman the other day. I am afraid I am one of those Liberals who has rather weak faith in Sir Edward Grey.

Lest the sentiments expressed in the letter which you read in “The Nation” were contrary to mine, I hasten to tell you that I have not written any letter which has appeared in “The Nation”. I do not see this paper. I take in, and read as a rule, so many dailies that I have not time to read also any weekly. The only letter I have written to the public press in recent months is one which did not see the light. It was a short letter to “The Daily Telegraph” attempting to show up the ignorance of Sir Ray Lancaster about the Insurance Act, and about the task set the recently appointed Tuberculosis Committee. I think this Committee is an excellent one, and, naturally, I am much interested to hear their doings. Some of these reach me.

When present troubles are over, undoubtedly we have not altogether finished yet with the stupid members of my own profession. It is very unfortunate that so many [amended to] prejudiced, conservative and often quite unfair obstacles should be placed in the way of this beneficent Act.

With regard to the Suffrage question: I am in favour of gradually getting to the condition of ‘establishing’ scored out] Universal Adult Suffrage. As a step towards this, I favour Woman Suffrage.
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